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SCHOOL CLIMATE.

Teaching Procedures

I
el .

PRE-MODULE MATERIALS:
A Prior to this module Oresentptj n, participants will

recerva set of readings introducing, or refamitiariz ng the reader with,

the concept of school climate, (Handouts #12, 13, 14). On the basis-of

these readings, participants will be asked to formulat= their own definitions

of school climate and to be prepared at the beginning f the moclule to

share their definitions with the group. These prelimi ary materials

should be viewed as the module's foundation for expand ng the partitipant's

uhderstanding of school climate theory, its reiationsh p to'chan6e and

decision making,.and'for exploring their individual po ential for' influencing

the school enVironment, Handout #2 should also be giv n to.the participants

r .

withthe readings so that they may have the opportunit toxonsille the

I ,concepts presented while doing, their readings.

,
INTRODUCTION AND GREETINGS - PRIOR 154RESENTATION

A. Instructor introduces self and occupation.

B. Have participants introduce self also. (Note: Instructor may

wish to implement a getting-to-know-you type o activity/game.)

C. Briefly explain the general p rposes and)conte t'of the mitdule.

1. Use, Handout #1,for this activity.

2. Discuss the competencies and the nature of the information

contained in the module.'

e 4

II COMPETENCY I - TODEVEL P AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONC PT OF SCHOOL
q

CLIMATE, IDENTIFY ITS COMPO NTS AND ANALYZE ITS RELAT ONSHIP TO

EDUCATIONAL GOALS .
.

A. Explain the objectives rtOis competency using H ndaut #1.4,

B. Objective 1.

1. On index lards, ask participants to jot down their definition

of school climate based on their readings.' Have another

participant pin the card to their backs.

2. Have participants circulate among themselves, reading each

other's definition.

.1
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a. After
#

all.the cards have been read, have participants

select the. individual(s) whose defmin4tion is most

similar to theirs.
6

b. Emphasize that the participants should clarify their

definition with onertnotherand come up with a, Joint

definition that' is aggeeabl.e.

It. is suggested that throughout the rest oi.thq module

individualspith'similar defi-nitions be .pdrtners for

the other activities.

tniarge group:

Ask partiCipants why they th-ink they were asked t9)
(.1

'come up with their own definition of school climate.

4
Review' their reasons, stresSiing the importance of n,

b

working, through a personal definition as opposed to

simply accepting' some authority's viewpoint.,

b. Have each pair or group share their definition withithe

rest of the participants.

4. Refer participants to Handout #2 anall,ask for volunteers to

reaNhe.following concepts one at a time and provide

opportunities for discussion.

qik 6 The term school climate has been used' interchangeably

with "milieu", "environment", and "ecology".

School climte describes the interaction between anb.

en iroment.and its'occupantS.

c. Sch of climate is the sum total of all interactions
k

between norms, traditions, decisibn making styles and

processes, materials and program resources.and the

relationship between the ocaupantsAnd their environment.

d. School climate is a, perception held by the :school

members which turn affects their behavior and their

feelings about theirenVironment:

e. ' Unlike culture, school climate is a relatively enduridg
.

k.- set orquaiities whiCh can- be modified, changed or

improved through careful analysis, earnest commitment

and deliberate strategy

/ ,
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B. Ob.tective Za -1

1. Now that the participants have,a clearer sense.of:Wbat the
,

.

'concept of school climate means, ask them to'construct a

model of school climate. (Note to facilita r: If the group

t(dconsists of 8 or less participants, have ,t e (entire group

construct one model. 1.f-there aremoice than 8 participants,

have them form groups of 3 or more or pair them off to

develop'illaivi4ual models. Those participants with similar

definitions of.school climate should be considered to form

groups for this activity.)

. - '2. Provide the fol lowing explanatjon:'

"In this activity, create a pictorial representation con-

L4ptuatizing your definition of schoOl climate. The purpose

tof.thii exercise is to enable you to explore more deeply the

dynamics of school climate, clarify your values and needs,

examine your'peroeptions and discover your sphere of influence

as these pertain to the roles you carry out in your schools..

A second purpose of the exercise is to help you move from-
your of climate to conceptualizing by creati(i.g

a model: It is ,important that as a group you develop your

own.pictoral represen ion of school climate becare improve:-

ments or changes ma de i'h a school are only as dffective as

the problems idIptified and criteria established. Because

school climate is a perception held by members, it can lead

to satisfying changes only if the perceptions of members are

taken into accoUnt. While model building is usually

associated with theorists in education, teachers and 0,51minis-
/

trators often rely on self-created models of learning, human

interaction and'' management plans in carrying out their daily

responsibilities. This is more easily s'aen when one thinks

of a (model as d destriytion of a process for obtaining or

transmrttilp fornication for r-purplses of dpcision making

and facilitat ng change. .As each comi;ortnt of the model is

created, it wil bb displayed Aphically so that at the

1 4



p conclusion, a complete pictoral reprpsehtatiOn of the model

witl be presented. First of all, we 'will begin by deciding
, 44,

. what goals or expectations, you,have for a healthy. school

climate which Is demonstrated through the behavior'and,

attitudes of studen(SE teachers, administrators,'support

personnel and others affiliated with the school These are .

measures of school climate; signals of organizational health

or disease." .

3. Solicit responses by asking the following types of questions:

a. "In a heahy school viroment', how would school

. members feel? Think? Be abli to do?" I

b. "In your school experience, when did students (teachers,

4..

admini`strators, parents,etc.1 feel good? Bad?"

c. "What would be an example of a person doing or saying,

something at your schoorthat you disliked? Liked?

What did that person's beha ior or language really say
,

to you?"

As the participants respond, jot down their statements,on,

chalkboard. Allow approximately 15-20,minutes for this

activity.

5. After the participants have copsulted with their partners or

group, ask them how to select those specific outcomes which

they personally believe should,be.the result of a healthy

school climate.

) 6. Have participants graph outcomes using only one-third of a

sheet for now.

a., As the instructor 6f this module,- use Transparency #1

as,an'exampje to illustrate the first cQmponent of the

model.

b. Distribute 12 x,18 sheets of paper, tolcired pens and

allow approximately 10-15 minutes for this part of the

activity.
4'

7. Then have each group share and explain the first component

of their modeV-r,t'the rest of thOgrot p.
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C. Objecti.ve 2b

t

1. Present Transparency /12,(Maslow's Hierarcy,./ of Needs).

2. Present the followio mini-lectt..tre based on the hierarchy':

"According to Abraham Maslow, there'exists,basic

needsarranged in a hierarchy. Beginning at the bottom

the need at ,each level mustste met before the indiv4dual
.

can proceed.tb the next level. The.following is Robert.

Fox's translatibn of Maslow's hierarchy in terms of essential

needs of members in a-sohool enviroment:

a. Physiological needs for involvement in learning. These

involve the school's physical plant including heat,

safety from hazards such as fire, and relatiAly,

uncrowded
t

conditions.

b. Safety needs pertain to security from physical and

psychological abuse or assault from others in or around

the school.

c. Acceptance and friendship needs from othe .students,

teachers,'staff and administrators.
/

d. Achievement and recognition needs in regard to one's

endeavors.

e. Needs to maximize one's potential or to achieve at the
Si

highest possible

Ask tine following questions:

a. "Do the climate outcomes listed on your model meet the

basic needs of all members of the school? If not, what.

. can be done,' to' meet everyone's needs?' .2-

b. "Can anyone give an example of a situation where a

physiological need was not met for any school member

and its consequences and remedy? Safety needs?

Achievement anal recognition needs?" '

4. Refer participants to Handout #3 (Climate outcomes)'and

briefly diScuss list, adding that these are additional out'.

comes they may want to cover.
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a. :Allow the participants toadjUsr or modify the outcome

component of their models if they wish to.

Reinforcesthe idea that a healthy school enviroment

adapts in order to accomodate the wide range of needs

demonstrated by teachers, students, administrators,

other personnel, and the community.
4

Objective 2c-

1. Ask participants to refer to Haridout #4 (Climtte determinants)

and introduce the idea that climate outcomes'evolve from; and

their absence or presence i,s dependent'on the practices,

0-ograms and material/physical resources involved in specific

school operations. Because these determine the quality 9f

school climate, they are labeled determinents.

2. Have.volunteers read statements under each determinant

grouping. Solicit,any.additional statements participants

may perceive as determinants.

Have participants use ,the next ont-third sheet and graphically

re esent thosedeterMinants they feel would influerice the

goals''-end objectives they have selected' for their schobl

climate model,-

4. Use Transparency43 and allow approximately 30 minutes for

this icti.vity.

I11.4COMPETENCY II - TO DEVELOP AN,AWARENESSIOF ONE'S LEVEL OF INFLUBki,

THE CAPACITY TO EFFECT CHANGE, AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF OTHERS' LEVEL

OF INFLUENCE. .
NP

A. Explain the objectives for this'competeicy using Handout #1.

B.' Objective 1.

1. Present the following mini lecture: "Too often'there is a

tendency to view all decision making for schools at the

state, district or principal level onic.- Influence, or

decision making power has multiple levels or spheres, each

capable of effecting change within that sphere or level and

causing change'throUghout the system."

2. Present Transparency #4 and explain Ott each contigent

fP
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hol,ds an equal, share'of the decision making polder, that is,

potentially sharesfecidal influence over the school. Leave 4.

the Transparency on for the next activity.
111(11)1110'

C. Objectiv2a.

1. Present Handout45a/b and have participants pair up to solve

problems. Ex `lain that the purpose of the activity is to

develop the understanding that each school member's role

4iexerts an amount ,of influence on the school -and is dependent

upon one's level areamand situatiqn. Therefore, Wlthin

,his/her own 4phere,'each school member has the capacity to

make changes, improve or influence the school enviroment.L

p

a. Have participants reNstribute the slices of pie fbr,

Lach statement using Handout #5b.:

c. Allo4 approximately 15-20 minutes to resolve problems.

d. Have a discussion on the results of the activity.

2. Discuss the concept of'Partial decision making in he follow-

ing manney "Not all decision are the result of explicit

,directives, commands or mandates, nor are decisions one-
(

dimensional. Sometimes several decision occur within one
4

decision making event., In the exIMple.of special education

students eating lunch with regular education students,

suppose the final decision was made by,the principal. The,

manner in which eactrteacher interprets and carries out

that.decision,-however, influences the outcome of the,

,principal's decision. One teacher may actively' place 'each

of her regular education students in a group on the opposite

end from the "special education students.- 'This is a different

decision within a decision. making context."

a. POWent Transparency #6 (\Decis4on making matrix) and .

explain the matrix in the following manner: "This

matrix will elaborate on the idea of partial decision

making and influence levels. Functions on the matrix
r

are reOresentatIons of decision making areas and roles

are the primary responsibility school memSers assume pn

N a, daily basis.'"
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b. . Pass out Handout #6 (.Kinds.of influence) and explain

that'this is a lilt of each kind or'ype o influence

that can be observed to exist ona role when performing

a function. Review each. °.

Using the decisicia, "A 'computer program will be imple-,

mented,fe all children in this school. ", ask partici-.

pants. to assist at filling.in the matrix explaining

each time that a role and function are identified within

a particular type of- i'mOuence.

d, As the instructor of thii1 module, write in the partici-

pant's responses onto the transparency using 'water

soluble pens.

C. Objecdve2 .

1. /Introduce the idea of Cocial groups within an organization by
I . l's.

/using Transparency #6 anti Handout ' #7.

2. Explaithat identifying the four types of individuals and

allying the appropriate ones may facilitate and promote

changes within the school environment.
a

'a. The instructor may, want to have volunteers read the

handout passages.

b. Allow time for discussions.

3. Ask participants what they believe are some reasons why

Individuals act, think and make decisions the way they, do.

Some reasons may be: Tradition and past experiences;

values and bias; and personal qualities and skills.

4. List they responses on the chalkboard and explain that it LS

\important to be sensitive to an individual's point of view

especially when plans to initiate changes are being formu-

lated and resistance from these IndividualsMay'occur.

Using the idea of ,decision makIng, power and authority..

and factors influencing the'w y in which an Individual

reaches a decision, have par icipants include the third

component of eh rr model.

_

10
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411 a. Use,Transiparency #7 as an example.

b. Make sure participants know that all three components

should be related in some way to each,other.

c. If space is available on the- wall,.have each group ,

display their modejs.' Allow'each,group to explain

their model tothe'rest.of the plorticipantt.

IV. COMPETENCY' III - TO DEVELOP AN .AWARENESS OF SCHOOL CLIMATE AT :THEIR

INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS AND UTILIZE A SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY FOR EFFECTING

CHANGE. k

A. Explain the objectives for this competency using Handout #1.

B. Objective 1. 4

1. Explain the fol,lowing(activity in this manner:

"In this activity, you will be individually measuring the

quality of the school climate at yoursChool by means of the

CFK -Ltd., School Climate Scale devise by R. Fox and hii

associates. Fox followed the samd pr ess as you did in this

module by developing a model of school ,Climate. In addition,

Fox devised a series of times organize in a qUestionnaire

form to test the model by applying it to actual school envi-

ronments. The scale Fox developed will be used to test the

school climate as you percetie it of,your,school. The

results of the scale will be usgd to help formulate an action

plan for improving the school enviroment intwhich you work."

2. Refer participants to Handout #8 (S hool Climate Scale).

3. Continue with explanation: " scale should take about

25 minutes to complete. e scale is divided into `sections

and each statement thin each section is responded to twice,

once for "how things are," and once for ilholot things should be,"

Each statement 'should be answered twice and no. statement left

unanswered. The boxes in'the scoring column should be lcft

'blank .until.scbring. time."

4. Allow participants 25-30 minutes tc complete the scale:

Use the following procedure for scoring:

*
1.1

9
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Compute the sum of ratings for each category. Since there
S

are 5 items per category, the maximum score 'could be
pv

"20", the minimum. score would be "5".

b. Write thtsscore in the box provided after item 5 in

each category, both for "what is" al10, "what could. be."

c. For each category subtract the "What Is" score from the
.

1

- "what could be" score to.get a sense of categories with

the greatest diScrepanqt betWeen,--actual and ideal school ` '

cl imate factors.

d. To determine an overall sense of _Our perceptions' Of

the schOol's climate, total all "what js" scores from

all Categories, all'"what `should be" scores from all

categorie''and subtract for the discrepand'y score.

C. Objective 2.
/,'!

-1. After scoring and discussing the scale, participants should

rank by imporlance those Eitegor4es from the scale. The

magnitude and order of importance Should be dependent upon:

(a) the individual's own VA 1 des, ai elucidated through

earlier module activities, (13). the individual's sense of

what is,critica1 to iffiprov ing,h1 s/her school enVi ronmeRt ;

and (c) 'the.magnitude of diicrepancy between "what is" and

"what should be"-as revealed by the *coring.

Next, have. partici pants "check those factor* and determinant:

categories over which they belieVe.they have some influence.

Then from these ask them to select One IR which they have

perscinal interest and for Which they would be willing to play,

the role of change agent". Once pn area for targeting

change has been selected, participants should review the

.following: (ar Can I affect this change- How? To what

extent?", (b) "Can I determiie if otheri.feel the wayl.,c1

about' this l'ssue?", and *(c), "Can I enlist otheri.10"help

implement this change?"

Instructor's 'Note: Pal-ticipant* who choose2to Work on

general, climate factors categortas will need tp exantine.,

which determinants are affetting tilts *situption. Those

. gr
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.1.

choosing determinants"categories will'nea to determine '

which factors are affe d by the determinant' categories.
P

4. Introduce ihe "Problep olving Sequence using Transparency

'fq and Handout #9. 4

et; Step 1 : Identifying the ProbleM.

ly, Ask-wtielpants to generate mutiple problem
.. , ..

st tements that are as concrete as possible. For

ex mple, if a participant chooses "opportunity.

for input" as .-4'siioUld be and as a'perceived

problem area, some appropriate statements might be:

(a) "SpecTal education s-tudent are not allowell..to

choose their lunch companions.", (b) "Engli'sh

teachers are unable .to select the textbooks they

use in their classes.", and (c) "Students '

never get the opportunity to choose which teachers

the want to work with."

2) Stress that the most effective problem statements

are references to actual nstances observed or

encountered on their individual campuses. Partici-

pants should determine if the(problem statement 1

they choose is based on observation, reliable or

unreliable inferences.

3) Allow participants to formulate problem statements'

of their choosing, based on their school situation

using Handout #10a, (Stem 1 - Identifying Problems).

Ask for volunteers to share.

Instructor's note: Participants who shoos e'deter-0

err; ;,/,,ininints rather than climate factort will need to r,

consider the impact made on one or more climate

factors. Those choosing a' general climate factor '.

.will 'need.to determine prObl4i4tatemenes maPlerrIng,.

to asMany of the determinants affecting the.ttimate

factors. /,

13
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b. Step'2 '.. Analyzing,the Problem.

1) Have participants refer to Handout #10a (Step 2'-

,v-

Farce Field Analysis) and present the following mini--
, r

lecture: "The con apt of for ftetd,anelysts is an

analytical method based on the theory of conflicting ,/,410

forces. which facilitates or restrains anorganizati6's

present slate of affairs! In this theory; it is held

that a present situation_ remains stable by two sets

of pppoling forces.'' The resistinscrorces work

against change, the driving-forces for change.,

Forces can be people, finances, externalfactors,

psychological or interperpnal factors. The goal- of
, \

force field analysis is to, discover those factors

which aanlreduce or eliminate resisting foe s.1.1.
54i1§ .

Instruct the participants to analyze their pr lem
.

statements and dolthe following on Handout #10a
f,.

(Step 2) allowing approxrmatelY 10-20 minutes.

a) Lift all the factors (driving forces) which atild

facilitate change. 1
.

b) List all of t restraints (driving 'forces) -,

inhibiting ch ge.

c) Ranik the re*aining forces in.order.of their

dominance. "k.

d) Underline the dlIving forces which

eliminate the resisting forces.

0 Rank each for solvability.

c. Step .3 - Generating MAtiple Solutions

elp4to

e-

.wr

1) Have participan s brains6rm ways to reduce the

. strength .of each ajor resisting force' and to ,.

increase'ihe strength of driving forces.
. ,.

2) Because of the utilization of others concerned with
.

.siMilar problems it Is crucial for cretive brarn-.

storming, allow participants to circulate among

other members of.iheArOup to assist them with

generating ideall
\..t)

of

AllovaImiraclOents.to Jot. Ideas on Hef4out #I0b,

(Step 3). v

.1 4
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d. Step 4. r Planning for Action

1) HtfeNparticipants do the fol owing with their

- individual problems on Handout #10b (Step 4).

a) Ch se the best ideas.

b) Choose*. the best peop)e to expedite, the action,

plan.

g) Li st materials, other, resourcts' need0.

d) Establish a time sequence with an,P,ItistImete of

specific d4i; for the actionsl(tP, °opt'.

e. Step 5 Forecasting the Consequences of InteAdad Adtrons.

1) Stress the importance of being prepared for

stumbling blocks, unexpected resistance to.the

changes, and the need td be able to meet these

contingencies with well-planned thoughtful action.

2) On Handout #10c (Step 5), have participants:

a) List everything that they can imagine could go

'wrong with their plans.

b) List the individuals who will be directly

affected by the plan.

c) List all anticipated barriers from environmental

sources.

f. Step 6.-. Taking Action, and Step 7 - Evaluating

1) Explain that Steps 6 and 7 will be,t, one of)the

follow-up actiVrtres, the results of which would

need to be submitted to the instructor at a later

date.

5. Explain the other non-contract hour activities on Handout #11.

V. REVIEW AND. SUMMARY

A-. Allow participants to ask questions.
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SCHOOLSCHOOL CLIMATE7 AN OVERVIEW
.

COMPETENCY 1 - TO DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING.OF THE CONCEPT OF A SCHOOL CL1MA

IDENTIFY' ITS COMPONEN% AND ANALYZE ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
,,..

EDUCATIONAL GOALS.

.OBJECTIVES 1. Formulate own .definition' of school climate,

2. Create a 1,?Oilp gellpated model Of school climate by: .

a. listing outcomes or climate measures which are perceives,

to be the result of a healthy school climate;

b. discussing the relevance of clfmate outcomes as they relate.

to meeting individual needs -of school members;

c, identifying and describing glneral climate determinants

that affect the quality of the school climate.

4 4

HANDQUT #

a

1),,,,Program

2). Process

3). Materiatp/Resources

indorporate climate outcomes and determinants into model.

r

COMPETENCY .2 - TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS OF' ONE'S LEVEL OF INFLUENCED, THE

i CAPAOIITY TO EFFECT CHANGE AND THE' RELATIONSHIP TO OTHERS

LEVEC'OF INFLUENCE. . .

co

OBJECTIVES 1. Discuss and describe the concept of sphere of influence as

it relates to decision' ming power and the distribution of

this power among the school constituents:

a, Defi0e a d -discuss integration, physical accessibility and

r1
programma) c accessibility of special and regular education

students and apply the concepts learned through problem

solving of hypothetical school situations/ .

2. Recognize and become aware of the various socrS1 groups within
%

an orgegization and selecting the appropriate ones to.alli in

the efArt to facilitate changes in the school environment.

a, Incorporate personnel component into model.

COMPETENCY 3

OBJECTIVES

- TO DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING OF HOW TO ENGAGE OTHERS IN EFFECTING

CHANGE AND UTILIZING A SYSTEMATIC STRATEGY FOR CHANGE.

1. Compleie fhe School Climate Scale by Fox based on their own-

individuaT'TKol situation.

2. Formulate and initiate an Action Plan using the problem

solving technique.

16
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4.

SCHOOL CLIMATE

,

I.

HANDOUT #2

. .- .s.,.
.

1, The term "school climate" has been used interchingeOly with "milieu".,
.

.

/

"environmenet and "ecology,"
.

2. School climate describes the'interactiod,petween an.environment, and the l

occupahts.
4

School climate is the'svm total of all interactions between norms, traditions,

decision making styles and processes, matetials and Orogram resource's, and

relationship,between the, occupants themselves and their ,environment.

4% School climate is a p rcept ki) hen held by the schooll% members which in turn

affects their beha'V ocand their feelings about their environment.

r'

Unlike culture, chool clithate is a relatively enduring set of qualities which

can be modified, hanged or improved through careful analysis, earnest

cciIment and deliberate straiegy. e

p

a
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4111L. RESPECT ,

4,. ,-,--:

...,

too,'

i. In this school, even loW achieving students are respected. ,

2. Teachers treat students as persons. ,

3. Parents are considered by this school'as importaht collaborators.

(

4." Teachers from one subject area or grade level respect those from other subject areas.

5. Teachers in this School are proud to be teachers.
1 -'

-

19. HANDoy.r. #3

. CLIMATE' OUTCOMES

di

TRUST
1. Students feel that teachers are "on their side.!'

2. While we :don't always.agree, we can share our concerns with each other openty.

3. Our principat is a good spokesman before the superintendent and the board, for our

interests and needs.
4. -Students can count on tealrs to listen tq their 'side of the story and to be fair.

Teachers trust students se good judgement.

HIGH MORALE

1.. This school makeistudents, enthusiastic about learning.

2. Teachers feel pride in this school and in its students.

3. Attendance is good; students stay away only for urgent and good reasons.

4. Parents, teachers and students would rise to the defeitse of thit school'

if it were challenged.
,

5. I like working in this school.,

OrPORTUNITY FOR INPUT
0101016,.

411 1. I feel that my ideas are listened to and used in this school,

2. When important decisions are made about the programs in this school, ,.personatly,,

have heard about the plan beforehand and have beeniinvolved in some of the

discussions.

3. Important decisions are made in this school by a governing'council with

representation from students, faculty and administration, _

While I
obviously canit have a vote on eery decision made in this .

school that affects me, I do feel that I tan have some important input into

the decision.

5. When allis said and done, I feel that I count in this school.

p.

CONTINUOUS'ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL GROWTH

1. The teachers are "alive", they are interested in life around them; they re ing .\ do'

interestitlg things outside of school.\ . .

2. Teachers in this school are "out in front" seeking better ways of teaching and

learning. 4
)

3. Students feel that the school program is meaningful and re4evant to, their present
.,.

and future needt. t

, , of,
.

4. The principal is growing and learning too. He or she it seeking new ideas. .

5. The school supports parent growth., Regular opportunitigs'Are-provided for parents

to be involved. in learning activities and in examining !tiew ideas.

*
COHESIVENESS ,

. ,

, 1. Students would'rather attend this school than transfer to another,

0
2, There is a "we" spirit in this school.

3. Administration and teachers collaborate toward making the school run effectively;
%

there is little administratcrr-teacher tension.

4. Differences between'individuals and Iroups (both faculty and students) are

considdred to contribute to the richness of the school, notias divisive. Influences.

$. New students and faculty members are made to feel welcome and part of the group.

q 8
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. SCHOOL REN AL

.20

1, When p oblemtomes up, this school has procedures for working on it; problems
,.are se as normal.chaenges, not as "rocking the oot."
Teachers are encouraged to innovate in their classroom Tathew than to conform.

yldttena.studen, comes along who has special problems, this school works out a
planAhat he that student.

.

Students..are encouraged to be creative rather than to conform:t
Careful effort' rs made, when new programs are iqtroduced,'-to adapt them to the
Partidulaernee(ils of this community anil thii school.

.

',CARING ,

/helm *Is someone in this school that I can always count on.
The principal really cares about students;

tKinkpeople rn this school care about, me as a person; are concerned about
more' than Just_ilow well I perform my role at school (as teacher, parent,
:administrOtor,eic.)

4. School is a.nice plaCe-to be because I feel wanted and needed there.

5.- Most people at this school are kind.

1.

4 '



PROGRAM DETERMINANTS 4

1. Opportunities for Active Learning - Students are totally involved physi-
cally, mentally and are able to demonstrate their ability to use the
knowledge and demonstrate skills.

"2. Individualized Performance Expectations Accountipg flor
differences, encouraging'children to excel beyond their own performance
goals whille.providing maximum Challenges.

21

SCHOOL CLIMATE DETERMINANTS

HANVT #4 ,

3. Varied Learning Environments Avoid -9ingle standard mode of instructions,,
.class size, atmosphere and alternative programming.

4. Flexible Curriculum and Extracurricular Activities - Wide variety of
pace and content options, servicing all students and providing subjects''
to students' needs.

5. Support and Structure Appropriate to Learner's Maturity - Consistent with
intellectual, social, vhysital development characteristics of students.

6. Rules are Cooperatively Determined Clearly stated reasonable and
desirable by those affected.

7. Varied Reward System - Minimize punishment,. emphesize positive reinforce-
ment of effective behavior, recognizingneed for recognition.

PROCESS DETERMINANTS 0 ,

I. Problem - Solving Ability Well deveitloped structure for sensing existing
'problems:solving them and efaluatingieffectiveness.

2. Improvement of School Goals - Clearly stated and understood goals, used
as reference points for making decisions.

3. Identifying and Workin9 with Conflict - Recognizing that conflict is
% natural, then can be identified and worked onv

4. Effective Communication - Enhances relationships among educators,
students and parents, unrestricted by hierarcy;' emphasis on sharing,
problem-solving and listening.

4

5. Involvement in Decision Making - Exists for all who are affected by it.
ProcesseS are clearly specified and undeTstood.

Autonomy with Accountability, - Independence and responsibility'through
reporting 'and explaining.

7. effective TeachOg.and Learning Strategies - Goals are clearly stated;

la

.
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, .

i educators seek feedback from students and otiker educators; teachers
attempt to consider individual learning' styles and maturity levelk of

' jtudents. .

.

. .4 ' .

8. Ability to Plan'for Future Immediate and long -range e-future plans

delineatiN degirable. changes, modifications.

MATERIAL QETERMINANTS

Adequate Resources - Able educators, suppdrt.of students and' educators
,,.through instructional Material's, labs, classroom/learning.

r

area, equip-
ment, furniture, texts, eferences and.adequate expendable supplies.

2. Supportive, Efficient' Logistical System - production, enhances
morale, and aids in'rapid delivery of material resources, etc.

3.. Suitability of School Plant - Meets human needs; attractive enrivonment.

0 ,0

a

21
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LEVELS V INFLUai - PROBLEM'SOLVING

1

1. Special education students illill eat lupch with regular educktion, students
w

in thii school.

a. Who will be'directly involved?

b. . Who needs to be cbnsultgd?

c. Who must have input into this decision?

d. Who makes" the finpl decision?

2. A computer training program will be implemented for all regular and

.special education Children,at this school.,
-4

a. Who will be directly involved?

b. Who needs to be consulted?

c. Who,must have input into ,this decision?

d. Whb makes the final deciiion?

The playground area near the special education classes will be-available

to all children who wish to play there.

a. Who will be directLy involved/ k.

b. Who needs to be consulted?

c. Wila must have input into this dec sidn?

d. Who makes the final decision?

"4

. 4. This schl will initiate a volunteer parent program for regular and

special education students. a' 0
a. Who will be directly involved?

b. Who needs to be consulted?

c. Who must heveinput into this decision?

d. Who makes the final decilion?

22
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4v

1. Special and'ilegular Educatiom lunch

program.

2. Computer ,training program.

3. Prayground'avaifability.

es

Volunteer Parent Program..

e

1."

23

HANDOUT # 5b
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1 - Mustbe Informed

.1

C - Must be Consulted

25

KINDS OF INFLUENCE %

*.

i*

HANDOUT #6

"I"mmeans that the position holder must know the

results of a decHsiOn,,in order to take appropriate

coordinating action. "I" usually. shows that a

position will be affected by a decision, of that

the position holder will have to implement a

decision.

The position must be given an opportunity to

influence the process of decision-making ly presenting
.

information, demonstration or proof., Those with

"C" power should be 'consulted early enough so that

their information can make a genuine difference In

the final decision.

P - Must Participate "P" means that position holders must take part in

III making the decision and that at least a majority

vote of all those with a "P" is necessary before.

he decision can be final.

V - Veto Power "V" means that position, holders have power, over the

function and that their agreement must be obtained
/

`beore the decision can be made.
V

A Authority to OT"A".represents the greatest power of all hose

Make a Decision with "A" power can make the decision and others

must go along wi thf it.

.11

?41
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HANDOUT /1

4

SOCIAL GROUPS

Ol

, \ 1. The Innovator's
..

.

.*
, \\. -

The innovators tend to be in.telligent and risk-taking; they trayel 4 kn.,'

. they read a lot,they depend on outside. sources of ipformation, and.they
are usually .very receptive to influence by outside change agents. They,
also tend to be marginal to the bommunities.. They may be viewed f
as "odd balls" or mavericks, and they do not usually have a great deal of
direct power or influence. Hence, they can be both an asset and a liability
to the change agent. These people will have commitment to a new idea and
are willing to stand up -and be counted even though they maybe risking the.

...
scorn and ridicule of others, but if they have stood up tlo often for
lost causes they may not be an effective ally.'

/114

)

2.. The Resisters .
Many soc4al systems alsO contain some members who assume the active role
of resisters or critics of innovatcon. They are the 'defenders of the
system the way it is, the self-appointed guardians or moral, ethical, and
legal standards. 'Although these people are "conservative" in a strictly
logical sense, they May wear all kinds of labels from "radical" apd

$
"liberal" to "reactionary".

1

3. The Leaders

Many studies of how gkoups accept innovation have singled out one ,very
important social rolellohich they have identified as the "opinion leader ".
Opinion leaders are found in any community and they are the key to the

t growth of any movement. Study after Study has shown that there are
certain influential people who are held in high esteem by the great
majority of their fellow men. They are usuall not the first people.to
try out new ideas because they need to maintain their standing with
their followers, The opinion leaders listen to both 'the innovators and
the resisters so that they can better size up a geveloping situation.
They watch the resister to test the social risks of adopting the idea.
'indeed, in many cases they are eager to observe these chiNes because

4 their continuance in power rests upon their ability to judge innovations.
They want to become the champions of the innovation whose time has come.
In other words, they must be able to adopt new ideas at the point at
which those new ideas become popularly feasible.

4. The Silent Majority "1",ftee

This group comprise the largest number of indiyiduals Jn a social group.

TheyAprobably,do not desielop any strong feeriWgs about particular issues;
but may silently weigh the pros and cons, of'proposed changes. Members of

his group tend to accept the majority's point of view and may be heavily

rcFlioenced by the leader of the group.
11'

25
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4

a

1. They have overcome the "authjFity" 'Problem. >They can tolerate ..the'
4 1`

anxiety of confronting 'their own power system.; .

. . .

They are very aware people. They know what their mission_is and what

their. values are.
a 41,

Although they ackhol4pdge the need fora care structure `and constitution

ioh society, they have learnid to makelife'ulas they go along.

. They have developed' an open and:nondefedsive style of diaussion and

conversation. .Thye.can be forthright and'feel comfortable with'a

Very frank discussion. Ttley-welcome and use feddback about their

behavior.

5. They are aware of their ownneeds and 'motivations and know the

difference'between their personal needs aftd thpe needs of the
4

situation.

6. They have understanding of mature leadership and help.. The are con-.,

cerned with helping people help themselves.

7. They have a clear understanding of the total institutional crisis.

P

6., They are chaake agents in.society.

4
4
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4

NETWORKING

The concept of "network" has been popular since J.A. Barnes used it tO

analyze aocial relations in a parish in western Norway. He defined a network

as 'a set of points, some of which are joined by lines. The points of the

image are people or sometimes groups, the lines indicate which people interact

with each other. We can think of the whole og4sOcial life as generating a

network of this kind."
0,

A network is defined, therefore as a totality (0 all units by a certain

type of relationship: A network. has.definiteboundaries and is not egOcentric.

Itsubsumesalltheactivityof the cot ptituent units; or .to turn tkiis

'around, the activity pen of each unit encompasses some portion of the total

.network4 0
a

Sarason and Lorentz, in their text entitled The Challenge of the Resource

Exchange Network, present the following core features of the network concept:

O.. Any individual has varying:degrles of connectedness with many other
.

people. ' '

2. The basis of this connectedness will vary.

3. These other people may or may not be connected with each other butt

those connections can be increased.

4. In the same.way, through th'esedother people, the individual's connections

,can be increased.

5. The individual's knowledge of the scope or his/her connections is less

(usually a good deal less) than!that of an "outsider" mapping the

individual's connections.

A resource exchange network is a voluntary, loose association of heterogeneous

individuals willing to consider says whereby each is willing to give and to get

needed resources frOm others, "to seek to increase the number and.diversity of

'participants, to place no restrictions on the substance of foci of exchanges,

and to tesist putting considerations of exchange and planning under the pressure

,of funding and the calendar.

Just as advocating requires that an individual possess certain skills.to

be effective, professionals in the field also have identified those perbonality,

style and
V
characteristics° which an individual needs 'to possess to contribute

sucessfully to.the idea of networking. These include:

627

0
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THE K LTD. SCHOOL CL'FMATE 'PROFILE

COPYRIGHT 19
REVISED 0/33 for Hawaii In egration Project

Student Teacher ..Parent

Adminstriptor Superintendent,

4`HANDOUT

Secretary,.custodlan, or other staff Member..

Educational 4)ecialist., or ,other.administrator

PART A

GENERAL CLIMATE FACTORS

(Put applicable number Fri each square,)

RESPECT:

1. In this 4choor,'16w achieving students are treated

.like all .otherstUdents.

2. Teachers treat students as individuals.

3. Parentsare considered by this school as

important'collaborators and sought out for, their

input.

4." Teachers ,from one subject area,or gra& level

(e.g./pecided./regular ed.) respect those

from other. areas,

This school repects differences among students
4

(e..g. minorities, special.ed.) by providing equal

access to leprning opportunities., extra curricular

activities and meaningful interactions betweeen al

students,

5.

TRUST:

1.

2.

feel that teachers aeg "on their side,"

don't always-agree, we can share our

co cerns with each other openly!

'Our principal is a good spokesperson 'before the

superrntendent.and.the board ..for our inteetsts

0

U U

sand needs,

"Students clin punt on teachers to listen to

their si164of the story and to be fair.

.0 5. Teachers trust itudents to use &pod ...Judgement.
vi

4 28
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* HIGH MOR94,,Es'-'

Thisschool Maket stud6t1 enthusiastic about

learning..

7
2. Teachers feel pride. in this school and in its

students.
,

.Attenaance is' good; students stay away only

for urgent and good reasons,

4. Patents, teachers, and students would rise

to the defense of this school's,program if

it were challenged.

5. I
like working in this school,

In*

OPPORTUNITY FOR INPUT:

1. I
feel thaemy ideas are listened to and

-used in this school.

2. When important. decisions are, made about

they .programs In thds school, I, pertonally,

have heard about the plan eforehand and have

been. involved in some of the decisions.

3. ImPOrtant decisions are made in this

(school 44/ a governing council with repre-

sentation from students, faculty and

admin i strat ion.

All students at this t4chool have some input

into decisions made on important issues.

5. When all is said and done, I feel that I

have some influermsover decisions that

are made in this school.

II

a

a

!', 4,
cgtowing and leAring, too.

S/heLs seeking new ideas.

CONTINUOUS ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL GROWTH

1. The teachers are "alive ", they arm Intested

in life around them; they ire doincOnte esting D 0
'2. Teachers in this sch000l are "out in front", 1

seeking better wilys.ofteaChin0 and learning .

things outside of school.

Students say that the school program Is :

meahlngful And relevant to,their piillsnt and

future maids, q.,

a
......4%.101011.4611110.10
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COHESIVENESS:',

1, Students would rather attend this school ,

r
e

transfer toqmother.

2'. Different sub-gro6ps of students and teachers

(e.g. new teachers 4andicapped students) are

included in school activities and made ,to

feel a welcomed fiember of the group.'

3. Administration and teacher collaborate toward

making theschool run effectively, there is

little administrator- teacher tension.

4. D'i'fferences between individuals and groups

(both among faculty and students) are con-

sideren to contribute to the richness of

6the school, not.as divisive influences.

5. 1 have tHe ,opportunity to work/play with, many

different kinds of students in this school,

School Renewal

1. When'a problem !omes up, (hit school has

procedures.for working on 1,t; problems. are

seen as Hormel challenges, not,as "rocking

the boat."

2. Teachers are encouraged to innovate in their

classroom rather than to conform.

3. When a student co ng who has special

problems, this school w t a plan which

helps that student.

4, Students are encouraged to be creative rather

than to conform. 110,

5. Careful effort is made', when new programs

are' introduced, to adapt them to the'par-
*

titular needs'of this community and this school'

Caring: ,

1. There is someone in this sch6ol)that I can

D El
always count on.

2. The principal shows his/her care for 'students b

advocating for their social and academic needs 1

,

30 ta:1

People In this school show they care about me

he person, 'not Just how Well "I perform my role

(4$ student, ,te4her, parent, etc.)

E3 El

0

0 0

,In the school.



4
School leeetice place to be be3cause I

e4 ,r

feel wanted and needed there.

People at this school are kind to those who

are different from`'them.
o

PART B

PROGRAM DETERMINANTS

ACTIVE LEARNING

1. Required,textbooks and curriculum guides.

support rather than limit creative
10

teaching and learning in our school.

2. Students help to decide learning objectives.

3. Opportunities are provided under school

guidance to do tOmething with what is learned.

,4. Teachers are actively learning, too.

5. This school's program stimulates creative

thought and expression.

INDIVIDUALIZED PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

1. Each. student's special abiliites

A (intellectual, artistic, social, manual)

are challenged.
*

4

2. Teachers use a wide range of teaching'materialsfend media.

3. The same homework assignment is not given to

all students in the class.

4. All students are not held to the same standards.

5. Teachers know students as individuals.

VARIED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS .

1, Many opportunities are provided for learning,in

individual and small 'group Settings, as well as

in classroom sized groups,

'2. Students have opportunity to choose associations

with teachers whose teaching styles are supportive

o'f the student's learning style.

3. Students have opportunities to learn with and

from students,of all ages, backgrounds and ability

levels.,

,4. The school program extends into settings beyond the

school building for most stUdents,

5. Teachers and administrators hive planned individum

alined insorvice education programs to support

their awn growth. 31

..
46444
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FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM ANOpTRAPRRICULAR,ACTIVITlE

1. The 3chool's;Pogramis.appropriate for ethilic,

monority and.handtcapped'Aroups

Extra carriculer activities at this school are

designed to encourlae"handicappedttudenttto

partldipate:to thiir maximum abilities.

3. Students areigiven'olternative ways of

matting OriticuluM requirementi.

4. .Teachers ar known,to:modify- N lessons

plan n trio basis cif student suggeltions

5. Ext'racurqcular,activAtilti are attended by
/

various'iu4g:roups:ofiiuhents At.thit/sCh901,

SCHOOL ANDSTRUgUREAPPROPRAiTE TO ,4ARgR"S MATURITY

; The.tchoOl/tYproOyamenourages'stUde. s

develo"p :s and initiative,

The!needtof a ,few students. for cl9sesupervision

. :,Ond high structure are met.without making those

Ltudents feel "put -.down."
,

Olmin4ttration is stiOortrve of students,

The7administretion is'supportive of teachers.
,. /

_fa6J1tY and' staff want to help every studtnt learn.

R(JLES COOPERATiVELYDETERMINED:

1. The school, operates under a set of rules which

were worked out, with students," teachers, parents.

and administration all participating.

2.' Rules are few rand simple.

3. Teachert and their students together work

out rules governing behavior in.the classroom.

Ditcipline (punishment) when given is fair and

related to violations of agreed upon rules,

5. ,Most students and staff members obey the

school's rules.

VARIED REWARD SYSTEMS: '

1. The grading sstem rewards ea40 student for his

efforts In rel tionship to his own ability,

2. Students know the criteria used to evaluate good teaching

3. Teachers ado rewarded for exceptioanlly good teaching.

4. The principal As aware of ,and lets staff members and

students know when they have done something particular.

. 32
Most students get positive. fseback from faculTy and staff

t.
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PART C

PROCESS DETgRMINATNS

PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY:-

1, Problems-in this sahool'are recognized and worked

upon openly, not allowed to slide.

2.. If I have a school related problem, I feel'there

are channels open to me to get the problem

worked out.
.414

3. People in this school
4
do a good Job of examining

a lot of alternative solutions first, before

deciding to try one.

G. Ideas from various ethnic and minority groups

(parents and community) Are sought.in problem-
.

solving efforts.

5. People in this school solve problems; they don't

just talk t them.

IMPROVEMENT OF SCHOOL GOALS

1. This school has set some goals as a school for

this year and I know *about them.,

2 I have set'some personal goals for this year

. related to school, and I have shared these

goals with someone else.

3. Community involvement Is. sought in developing .

the school's goals.

4, The goals of this school are used to provide

direction for programs.
0

5, The goals of this school are reviewed and updated.

E

IDENTIFYING 4N0 WORKING WITH comfticr

1. In .this 'school. people with ideas or va ues different

from the commonly accepted ones get a chance to

be heard,
0

2, There are procedures open to me for, going to a

higher authority if a decision has been made that Seems unfa r,[7]

This school< believes there may besevertl'allernative.

solutions "to most problems.

4. In this school the prjncipal tries to. deal with conflict

constructively, not Just- "keep the lid on."

5. When We-have conflicts In this school, the result

Is conetructive, not desctructive. Ea '4%
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COMMUNICATION

1. leachers feel free to communiate with the prinicapl

) 37

2. I feel the teachers are friendly and easy to talk t

3. The prinicpal talks with Is frankly and openly.

4. Teachers, are available to students who want help.

5. There is communication in our school between

different groups, older teachers and younger ones

well-to -do students and poorer ones, black parents

and white parents, etc.

INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION MAKING

1. Teachers'help in selection of new staff members,

2. Parents help to decide about new school programs. '

3. Decisions that affect "his school are made by the

superintendent and the central staff only after

opportunity has.been provided"for di;cussion and.'

input from the school's principal, staff and.students.

4. I have influence on the decisions . within the

school which direCtly affect me.

5. The student government makes important decisions.

AUTONOMY le ACCOUNTABILITY

1. Teachers, students and parents help to

evaluate this school program,

2. Teacher evaluation.is used in improving teacher performance

3. Teachers or students can arrange to deviate from the

prescribed program of the school.

4. ,The principal encourages experimentation in teaching.

5. Teachers are held accopntable in thisetschool for

proviAng'learning opportunitries for each of their students

4

EFFECTIVE TEACHING-LEARNING STRATEGIES

1. The teachers in this school know how to teach as well

as what to teach,

2. ,When one teaching strategy does not seem to be'.

working fora particular student, the teacher tries

another; does ,not blame the student for the initral fai lure,'

3 Thii community supports new and innovative teaching techniques.

4, lnservice educat4on programs avaiable to teachers in this school

help them keep up -to-date on-the best'teaching stoagegles.

The school systematically eniourages student help

other students with their learning 'cavities.

A
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V

1, In this school, we keep "looking ahead", we

spend, all our time "putting out fires."

t 2. Our principal is an,"idea"persOb.

3.. Parents and community leaders have opportunities

to work'with school officials at least once

a year onithings we'd like to see happening

in'Our school."

k. Some of the programs in o)r school are termned

"experimental.,

5. Our school is ahead of the times:

PART D

MATERIALS DETERMINANTS

ADEQUATE RESOURCES

1. There is sufficient staff in this school.

2. The instructioanl materials are adequate for

our school program.

3. Curriculum materials used in this school give
1

appropriate emphasis and accurate facts regarding

ethnic and minority groups, handicapped. people

and sex roles.

4. Resources are provided so that students may-take

advantage of learning opportunities in the community

through field trips, work-study arAngemrts, etc,

5. Current teacher salaries in this commun(ty'give fair

recognition of all levelsofprofessional service rendered

by teachers to the community.

SUITABILITY OF SCHOOL PLANT:

1. . It is pleasant to be in ,this school, it is kept

clean and in lood repair.

2. This school building has the space and physical

arrangemevs needed to conduct the kinds of programs

we have. '

3. The buildings and classrooms at this school are

"rsieallY accessible ' to haidicapped people, '

4, The grounds are attraciive and provide adequate space

for, physical andrecr4ational activities.

5. Railings,, markings and other aids for handicapped

,..people to move from one place to another have been
W
added to th eamlusjuso4nds.
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- PROBLEM SQgVING SEQUENCE

HANDOUT #9

STEP 1 - IDENTIFYING Tft PROBLEM ``kk

1 .

The most effective problemsstatements are references to actual instances V
AP

observed or encountered on the school campus.

STEP 2 - ANALYZING THE PROBLEt

Using the concept of "force field analysis", restraining (resisting)
41.

forces and facilitating (driving) forces can be ideptified. Resisting

forces work against change whilesdrivin9 forces, work for change. These

forces can be people, finances, external factors, psychological or inter-

.personal factors. The goal of force field analysis is to discover those

factors that can reduce or eliminate resisting rces.

STEP 3 - GENERATING MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

Using the technique of brainstorming, ways to reduce the strength ofoeach

major resisting force and to, increase the strength of 'driving forces are

explored. At this point the utilization of others concerned with the

problem is crucial for creative brainstorming.

STEP 4 - PLANNING FOR ACTION

The ocedures inlithis step include: ,-'

e.1 Chooseoose the best ideas

b. K Choose the best" people to expedite the action plan .

c. List materials, other resources needed
.

dt Establis0 a time sequence with am esti-mate of specific dates for the

:actions to occur

e. Periodically evaluaie the progress you ate making
0

r-k

f, Prepare to revise and specify dates for relliew41

STEP 5 :FORECASTING THE CONSEQUENCES OF. INTENDED ACTIONS

It is important to be prepared for stumbling blocks, unexpected resistance

to change and the nked to be able to meets these contingencies with

well Planned and thoughtful action.

STEP 6 - TAKING ACTION

Do not delay the first step oraction.

STEP 7 VALUATE ACTIONA.

Review the program as each plan occurs and make modifications or changes

if necessafy.



.STEP 1 - IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM I 1

HANDOUT U 106

0 PROBLEM STATEMENT #1 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT #2 -

PROBLEM STATEMENT #3 -

4

STEP 2 - ANALYZING. THE PROBLEM: FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

CURRENT STATE
OF AFFAIRS

S

0 (DRIVING)

FACILITATING FORCES

GOAL IS:

.1

(RESISTING)

RESTRAINING FORCES



STEP 3 - GENERATT MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

2.

3.

A

4t.

,

HANDOUT' # 10b

STEP 4 - PLANNING FOR ACTION

a. Best ideas

c. Materials/Resources needed

A 4

I

a

b. Best people

pp

d. time Sequence

38.
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STEP 5 - FORECASTING CDNSEQUENCES OF INTENDED ACTIONS

THINGS THATMAY GO WRONG

A.

B.

C.

HANDOUT,#10c

D,

E,

INDIVIDUALS DIRECTLY AFFECTED

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

cNTICIPATED BARRIERS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SOURCES

A.

B.

C.

D.

E,

so
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HANDOUT ':#11

NON-CONTACT TIME ASSIGNMENTS

Complete the problem solVTINgsequence.which.you started during thls

module presentation.

Possible 30 points

AND

2. Administer the CFR scale torepresentative school members and analyze the

group and sub-group results.tUse the problem.solving. sequence and

develop a plan of action with the results of this CFK Scale,

OR

3. Analyze the attached case. study. (Handout #111a)

O

I

40

Possible 70 points

4

4co
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.HANDOUT 411a

In' analyzing this case study you should keep.'the following considerations, in mind:.
Milk

a. Who (What roles) are: Involved?

b. Who (What roles)' are,affected by this situation?

c. Who (What roles) are making the decision?

d. Who(What.roles) should be involned in the depision making t9 improve

the sltuetion? or
e.,Given yourimodel 'of school climate, what needs, climate,

.

measures, and

deeomiNants are mos,t.doMinaht in this situation? .

What ate-the,critical needs appearing in the situation? What. is (are''

the.tentral'problem(60.

41.

Assignment
J

1. Restating the Problem

a. List all of the symptoms appearing in the case study.

b. State t1e causes of'the symptoms.

c. Given your model of school climate, re-state the problem.

2. 'Climate Determinants

a. List'which determinants are causing these problems.,

fl

b. 'List who is not Involved but shoyld be,

'c. List who is in control and whether they should be or not and why,

Solutions 0

a. Come-up with at least 3 solutions to the problem.

b. State how these lutions relate to the climate determinanti,

041
4 1 c. Explain how these sf 4,tions will meet heeds more effectively,

d,,,fxplain how' the

integrating sever

public educatlon

4 #$

v

ions will fit with the general trends towards
0 .

dicapped and 'non-handicapped.students in'
1

41
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HANDOUT L1 a.

CASE STUDY

three' months ago, Edo Chin met with me to suggesot that his special education

class would benefit from the music classes offered to regular educatibn grades

.
.4 -6 at, our school (Makapuu Elementary). He requested that, starting in the

Spring semester, his seven students (aged 9.12) be allowed to attend music

instruction with one of the fifth'grade classes, on d weekly basis. When I

asked Ed if he' belielied that his students would gain more music exposure

through the "music instruction" than through his self-contained classroom,

he indicated .that not only would his syents benefit "from the expertise of .

k,

the music.teacher, but "interactions with regular education students on-a

, programmatic basis would provide another integratior6ppoetunity for my

students to develop 'social interaction skills". Since his explanation was

reasonable, I agreed to Ed's request, and told him that I would talk with
O

the district music teacher the next time she was on campus about arrangements.

suggested to Ed that in' the meantime, he might want to poll special ed

teachers at their next faculty meeting to find out,,if other teachers 'would be

-interested in having their students also participate in the music activity.

-A few'days later I rap into., Mrs. Steimmann, the district music teacher and

relayed, Ed Chin'$ interest In brininsihis studentS to one of ,her 5th grade

music classes. I was somewhat suefrised by.her reluctance. She said that

seyeila years before' I dhiumed'th4 principal's. position at Makapuu (I. have

nowbeerrhere 11 months)';..it had .been decided'that because. of the vast

dliferences In-physical and:mental' abilitievbetween regular education and

SPiD. students, SPED student" would not be includeilin' music instruction, but

vould in .their own. classes sic' instruction. She was alio. concerned,

.:
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she said, about the amount of attention and this, level of discipline, that

t
could be given to each student groyp within thesame music class. I assurOd

her that Mr. Chin and his aid would'be present /in the classroom during'instr4-

tion. While Mrs. Foster seemed somewhat reassured by thisgbaranteel she was

still hesitant,. As she put it, "I'm not sure what I'll be able to train them

to do. And, the normal children might make fun of the others." After thinking

about this for a moment, I told Mrs..Foster that I would make sure that the

5th,grade selected would .recieve some preparation from their teacher., She

suggested Mr. Oadilla's.class because it was.a well-disciplined class,
)

responsive 5th grade. I told Mrs.Foster that 1 would contact, Mr. Padilla to

make the arrangednts.

Another week passed. Ed Chin came by briefly to tell me .the results, of polling

other special ed teachers on integrating the music instruction course.

"Feelings were mixed," Ed said. "Some teacherso are very enthusicastic about it,

but a few are very hesitant." He explained that four teachers,cited the

ficulty in transporting their classes from the special' education leg all the

way to the center of-the school, where the music room is located. Since our

school grounds meet.aecessiblity standards for handicapped students, it was

unclear to me why'transportation would pose a problem. At'Ed's suggestion,

I decided to meet with all the special ;ed teachers at their next meeting to

discuss logistics. *\

In the meantime, t spoke'with Ron Padilla at the end of the regular ed
-so

teacher's meeting and, mentioned to him that we were thinking of opening music

instruction to. the SPED children and would it be OK with his class to be the

one. Ron seemed perfectly comfortable with that and agreed to spend a few

minutes with his class telling themabout the addition of handicapped

children to their music Otivity,

1 43.
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On the followfng Thursday, I met with the special ed faculty to discuss
IL,

arrangements for integriting their studenti into "music instruction". During
6,

this session, Mrs, Fukumoto,4netof the teachers originially reluctant to

include her studnets, stated that after recess and lunch, moving her studnets

a third times in a day was tiring and disruptive. She suggested that the

district music teacher meet with 2 combined SPED classes in the SPED "common"

room to provide music activities. However, Jveral SPED teachers'rejoined

that a weekly integrated-musiC class. offered special education children the

opportunity.to work with regular education students in the classroom and

was well worth the additional effort involved. Since the split opinton

seemed unresolvable, the special educatidn faculty and I agreed that

."music instruction" would be voluntary for SPED classes, contingent on the

SPED teacher's decision. We'. decided that Ed's class would try it out in

2 weeks,lust beforePIYI'stmas vacation, and assuming everything went well,

could expand to.other SPED classes during the Spring semester.

Later I called Mrs. Foster and Ron Padilla and told them to expect Ed Chin,
. 1,

his, aid and his udents in 2 Wednesdays. ,ion said he would talk to his
.

,

students, and rs. Foster'said she would modify her curriculum for that day
.,,

to include activities for both groups.. t

Thursday afternoon following the music instruction activity,,Ed Chin calbe.by

my office, visibly upset. ,He said that-Mrs. Foster placed all of Ed's

students in the very front of., the room, "SP my kinds h,;(1 rho opportunity to

interact with the regular ed students, and ,she did not knpw that ,only 2 of

my students were verbal.".

4)

411 Ron Padilla walked in while Ed was present and agreed ,that the class' id not

go well. He reported that while his students, behaved acceptably, they were
giv

unusually inactive that day. Also, he said, "They asked a lot of questions
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about handicapped kids that I Just couldn't answer. It was frustrating for

me.

To make matters worse, Mrs. Foster called the next morning to report that

she could pot work with SPED and regular ed students at the same time. .The

SPED children' couldn't sing the songs she taught, and whilesome worked weli

on the musical instruments, a few -here unable to do anything. She said she

Was willigg to. work with them separately but not as an entire group.

I told everyone involved that we would discus,ss thesconcerns when scho91

resumed after the holidays. But before,the day ended, a. parent of a regular

ed student called to, ask why SPED children were isn her daughter's music class

on' Wednesday. She was not opposed, she indicated, but ,she thought SPED was

a separat3 school on Makapu grounds.

.

At this point, realizqd that our school had a lot more ,ground work to cover

beore we could integrate special and regular education programs. We brought,

students together through. this activity, but at the, expense, of faculty morale.

Le
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etween CliffaiHanger And (Amax 0

ROBERT J. J. LINDSTROM

In Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary,
"climate" comes somewhere between "cliff-hanger" and
"climax," The appropriateness of this placement can
only be appreciated by those who have grappled with
the "how to" of establishing a productive and satisfying
work climate. Like marriage, good climate requires care-
ful thought before embarking and constant dialogue for
continuance.

The private sector has proilded a wealth of infor-
mation on how to establish and maintain effective work-

,ing environments for management and employees. The
problem faced by educational practitioners is that we
are usually fending off alligators when we should be
reading the blueprints on how to drain the swamp.

For purposes of this article, climAte is defined as an
organizational state of mutual trust, personal satisfac-
tion and common purpose, This state produces a cli
mate or environment which cannot be seen as much as
it is felt by the participants.

The feeling of being manipulated by an unseen
"they" seems to diminish an individual's commitment.
The informal norm becomes a game Of maintaining a
sort of sophisticated, non-involventent,\ lil(0 spectators
at a chess tournament. The Impact of improving the
management climate can change the managenAnt per-

. ception of being terrorized by a plethora of "they's" to
a re* feeling that "we are they." A mature organiza-
tional climate is an 'effective tool in facilitating organi-
zational success.

There are some successful techniques for providing
a productive work environment. The list Of activities are
related to successful activities proven in actual practice.
Here is a simple outline with some specific examples
which can be used by local practitioners.

The steps listed are in a general sequence. This se-
quence is not absolute, nor are all the steps necessary.

sitilittai carries with it aunique set of variables.
0 Expetience shows there are three basic "cliff-hanger;
stage; for organizations or individuals seeking improved
climate. Where are you?

The IVringing-ands Period: Every administrator at
onc, time or another has closed the office door and re-
st to that haven of mental strength self-kity.

kaillla J. LINDSTROM is iiperinteplent of the
(/rein Union..Schol;1 Instrict.

----Nobody out there lokies me. The staff is lethargic and
unresponsive. The board or superintendent is unim-
presied, and your secretary has been coming late and
leaving early. What to do? This is the wringing-hands
stage, and I feel it is the best motivation for establishing:
a new climate. If you aren't happy with' the way it is i

how, changing can only be a pleasant challenge. If you .
have been in the wringing-hands stage for sometime,.
don't feel alone. Most of us have thought seriously about
going into real estate. At this stage, yott have nothing to
lose. Before indulging in your "first of the day" self - pity,;
session, read on.

Do Something Period: Perhaps you have passed from .

wringing hands to hopelessly staring out your tittdpw..
Clean your air ... start getting your own clitnate in 4,
gear. Take some action! One action which can be satis-
fying as hell is to change your letterhead to more clearly
reflect what you want of the organization. Sounds corny;
.but the therapeutic value of evaluating and reesning
your letterhead can give you a completely nes*erspec-
tive and telegraph this perspective to the rest of the
team. Once yod have redesigned it, get it pr#ted up.

If budgets are tight, pay for it yourself. You deserve it!
The Planning Period: Once you have committed

some visible act which signals windshift to the troops,
yoAt are ready to move to the plan. What do you want to
accomplish? Each situation is unique and a plan must ;

begin with Assuffrptions based on these differences.,
Where do you want to be in six months. or a year? Pe-,
veloping sound climate doesn't come overnight. It may
take as long to achieve your wished-for climate as it digl,
to get it into its present state. Build a plan that has
`identifiable and realistic outcomes. It is not necessary to
put these outcomes in sophisticated bthaviorial terms.:;
tfitl'ou want ycrur staff to respect each other by listening
to each other's ideas, say no. Simple descriptions help.;
everyone see where they aregoing. Do not (Ise' the pedosso,

logical (=nonage of ,big words and obscure meaning.
Following are Six suggestions for developing a posi-

five organizational climate. Each represents activities
that have worked for people in the field.. 4

I. Organizational Obstetrics. Organizations have
birth, wine and a death. They are established for a pur-
rose andisfastiyue until that purpose is over and usually.'
t little longer. Every needs to dverittially regioup..
renew and. for all intents he reboot. To establish a silk:-

, 4 6
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4'

zzssful climate usually' necessitates the rebirth of the
organizatittn2This may be as simple as stating new goals

. or as difficult as replacing personnel. The key pisint is
that the participants need to be aware ,that a change is
taking place and that there will be some new and dif-
ferent expectations. All of us have been in organizations
that have gone.stale. It seems as though the ritual con-
tinues with tenacious ability. It is difficnIt to change
from the safety of the known and familiar to the un-
known and unfamiliar. This may be the most difficult

..: part of establishing an effective climate. The very people
who are most in need of change and renewal may be the
most resistant to change. Before becoming too despair-
Sag with this unwillingness, remember your resistance to

.... such social changes as long hair, mod clothes and em-
. ployee unions.

.. 2. Building a History. It isn't real till'it can be re-
:membered! Perhaps philosophers can argue the efficacy
of this statement, but for management climate it has
some impact. A key component in the development of
group climate is the establishment of personally satis-
fying experiences with the group. These experiences are
reinforced and built upon in subsequent actions, and tht;.4
accumulated effeci provides the foundation for mainte-
nance °Eta satisfying climate. The use of pre-sChool
management retreats is widespread. Normally; these re-
t

#

reats are overburdened with agenda ministrivia pri-
Marily to justify td the participants and the folks back
home that' it is real "work." I submit that the single
most'important outcome of a management retreat is the
social interaction which forms a glue for future' per-
formance of the group. The major portion of the agenda
should be focussed on developing relationships and
ground rules for ,the future actions of the group. TO
need for cohesiveness in January can be crucial for the
continued success Of the enterprise. This cohesiveness
will be present if a historical trail of visible cohesive
activities has been internalized by the individuals in the

. group. The pre-school retreat may have no other product
than a warm glow of comraderie. If this is accomplished,
it establishes a historical milestone shared by all.

IINs.3. Building Trust. Trust is a usive concept felt
more than seen. 'Trusi for me is 51 y knowing that an

-individual's actions toward me are rear and arc the same
as mine toward him. This doesn't mean agreement, lack
of hostility,.or love. It means that you can act on what
*'person says with assurance that your perception is

. accurate. Many love affairs never begin because 'neither
of he erstwhile I willing to take the first step.

' To develop trust a a relationship of trust, someone
. has to take the first ste and that is you. You don't have

,' to personally like a person to trust him or her, although
it helps. To build organizational trust requires a degree

of reality' testinv. By this I mean a continued increase
in personal vulnerability, the opening up and, sharing of
personal roller than technical feelings with a person.
This,can be addressed through some management train-
ing exercises. One such exercise is a trust-building series,
which when done by a competent trainer can increase
the understanding of trust and its group function. Itcon-
sists of the follovying:

A typical group setting, of 10 to 20 participants
seated in a circle. (a) Eachperson in turn 'shares het'
complete name, first, middle and last; and her nick-
name between the ages of 5 to 15. This usually is very
interesting, especially for _groups that have worked
together for some time. (b.)Next, followingilie-same..-----
process, each person identifies his happiest and sad-
dest experiences in childhood or early adulthood.
Through 'kis discussion, each will find common ex-
periences raised on a farm, pet dog died, etc., which' t,
brings them personally closer together and provides a
foundation for developing a trueting relationship.
Using the childhood years maintains a. great 'enough
degree of insulation' so a person. need, not have to
feel threateRed,

This same kind of activity can be done &formally
through rap sessions. Once a group has begun the social
sharing, a better rapport can develop, leading to in-
creased trust.

4. Conznmications. The teem "increase communi-
cations" is often expressed as a need. This has led in
many cases to frenetic efforts to increase the velocity and
volume of superficial and meaningless information.
Cominunications like trust needs careful nurturing. The
lack of it many times represents a dissatisfaction with
the content not the amount. In developing a working
climate, the quality of the communications is ,para-
mount. One way of increasing the quality is,to set some

'ground rtes. The ground rules mat be very simple.
One principal has 'a series bf signs paced on thewalls
of the teachers' lounge. Statements like: "Everybody's
ideas are important, Listen." "Have you complimented
someone today?" and "A thank you can make a day."

5. Reinforcemetit. Regular reinforcement of the
group is necessary to maintain a successful climate. A
lecttre at the beginnihg of the year doesn't do it. For a
management team, regular meetings are essenddl to
practice and review the grotp'sprogrest. The group has
to have a time ;o visibly be (group. There is nothing
wrong with regular meetings. Meetings can provide an
open forum for dialogue, They can provide a vent for
the pressures that arise in the field. A comraderie can
be beneficial for sharing war stories With your fellow

(Continued in page 14)
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Between Cliffmilanger
(Continued from page 7) 7

comrades, Too'often, the sterility of meetings allows for

noissocial renewal. Informality can foster greater co-
hesiveness. I might_ add that it doe's not foster quiet
"Robert's Rules" meetings. The complaint that meetings

take up a great deal of time with no real results is valid, if

"results" is the purpose of the meeting. 'Ifs you need re-

sults, set-up a meeting to deal only with that problem.
One successful technique is to place the burden of

the agenda on the participants. Every member of the

group has an'obi' ation to use the meeting by submit-

ting agenda flems. e found that tt two-part meeting

works for me. The first part is the formal agenda. Each
iparticipant contributes items for Ihe agenda which he or

she feels has implications for the entire group. These

items are addressed first. Each iember is responsible
fur attending the meeting througFi ale agenda items: Fol-

lowing the agenda, each indiyidual is free to leave. The

second part of the ineetin.is an informal around-the-
table discussion of any items which may ,have come up

or be of interest. Usually, three quarters of the group
will stay for this informal rap session. Much of the re-

newal and ongoing. course corrections for the group's
"climate" takes place at this time.

53

6. Pride. Pride in being a part of something has

been used as a tool to motivate since people %slop, on

14

ti

4 I)

stones. T e Marines have pride in the Corp, Harvard has

pride in it alumnus, and the-blood pressure rises just a

little when a visitor from New York complains about

anything in California. Pride is a powerful tool and has

shown to b an intricate ,ingredient in developing cli-,

mate. How t develop pride can be an exercise in frus- ..

tration or a euphoric high. To develop prideAt is essen-

tial to do sotnething and have some 'reaction from some
creditable satir e. One principal had his superintendent

send personal I tters to the staff, thanking them for their

efforts In develOping, a reading continuum. The letter
became the catalyst for ownership of a unique status. In

the classic mana ement case of a worker inventing a
new tool to spec up production, tJe question became

one of who owne the tool r4 worker who invented

and tested it, or th company who employed her. I sub-.

mit, that in educati n, we should b seeking out the "new

tools" being devel ped and reco ize their creators. By

so doing. pride in eing 'a part of the action can be en-

hanced. By involvi g each participant in owning a piece

of the action, a commitment to the results is much more

personal. .
.

There are many other components of a successful

management climate. My experience has been that a

few simple concepts which can be articulated and rein-
forced are of great help in getting started. The road
from cliff-hanger to climate can be long, but the iesults

can he the difference between career satisfaction 'or a

feeling of continued low-level frustration. 0
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Traditional' schools have attempted to crease
learning environments which have been responsive to
the changing struvres in education and which mani-
fested an awareness of major social concerns present
within society:Schools should exist as centers of learn-
ing based upon the values of self-actuatization and in-
tellectual 'curiosity. When schools are' places wheie peo-
ple can live together without fear each other, and
learning can be 'based on a creative change of experi-
ence and ideas, then there is a chanc hat those who go
from schools to other plaCes in our society will have an
increasing &sire to live what they haVe learned. .

Many attempts to realize these beliefs over the past
decade or two have resulted in efforts to change struc-
ture; that is, to form different kinds of organizational
patterns to facilitate the beliefs stated, above; ljte large
majority of these efforts have resulted in failure. Faiiure
becausethey did not place the primary emphasis upbn
the individual. E/ery student is, before anything else, a
person. Each person brings to the school something
unigye, and consequently, each school will be enriched
forTeing an aggregate of these individual personalities.
Moreover, being an individual, he or she will be capable
of an intellectual, social, and moral growth, which is
articular to himself or herself, yet, guided and assisted

by the school's environment.
A positive' school climate is both a means and an ..

end. A good climate makes it possible for important
goals, such as academic learning, social de,velopment,
and curriculum improvement to be worked toward pro-

- ductively.
It also makes school a good place to be, a satisfying

and meaningful situation in which both adults and youth
care to spend a substaptial portion of their time.

How is a positive school climate developed? Seyeral .

viewpdints follow.

0

,IAMtS TUNNEY
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Sch 1 limajteam
What's It AJ1 About?

JAMES J. TUNNEY

If you were to walk into a school building and try
to gain a seAse of Its prevailing Climate, what would you
look for? Along what lines would, you.assess its posi-
tiveness or negativeness?

CADRE ,(The Collegial Ass iation for the Devel-
opment and Renewal of Educ tors) suggests you look: .
for at least ,eight factors which mprise the school's
climate and determine its quality. They result from an
interaction of the school's programs, processes and

physical conditions. Ideally, there should be evidence of:
Respect. Students should see themselves as persons

of worth, believing that they have ideas, and that those
:ideas are listened to and make a difference. Teachers
;and administrators should feel the same way. School

'should be a place where ,there are self-itspectini indi-
viduals. Respect is also due to, others. In a positive

climate there are no put-downs.
Trust. Trust is reflected in Otle'S confidence that

others can be counted on, to do.what they say they will
do. There is also an element of believing others wilthorT
let you down.

High Morale. People with 'high morale feel good
about what is tappening to.them and to their school.

Opportunities For Input. Not all persons can be in-

volved in making the important decisions. Not always

can each per n be as influential as he or she might like

4 to be on th many aspects of the school's programs and
processes at affect him or her. But revery person
cherishes the opportunity to contribute his or her ideas,
and know they have been considered. A feeling of lack
Vbf voice is 'counter-productive to self-esteem \and de-
prj4l the school Of that person's resources. -

Continuous Academic and Stria Growth. Each stu-

dent needs to develbp additional academic, social,and
physical skills,. knowledge and attitudes. 'Educators,. too,

desire to improve their Skills, knowledge and attitudes

in regard to their particular assignments withirithe school

district and as cooperative members of a team.
Cohesiveness. Members should feel a part' of the

school. They want to stay with it, and hate a chance to

JAMES J. TUNNEY is acting suptribtendent,
kn Unified School Dist Oct.
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exert their influence on it in collaboration with others..
School Renewal. The school as an institution shoulck

develop improvement projects. It.should be self.renew.),
ing in that it is growing, developing and changing rather
than following routines, repeating preyiously accepted ,
procedures and striving for conformity.. If there is re-...r.4
newal, difference is seen as interesting, to be cherished..4
Diversity and pluralism are valued. New conditions are
faced with poise. The "new" is not seen as threatening, 4
but as something to be examined, weighed, and its value .z4

or relevance determined. . :,

Caring. Every individual in the school should feel 4
.that some other person oil persons are concerned about
him as a human being. Each knows it will make-a diffejak

ence to someone else if she is happy or sad, healthy 111/ -

ill. Teachers should feel that he principal cares about
them even when they make stakes dr disagree. And
the principal should know t at the teachers, at least

O,

,

iost of them, understand the pressures under which he

Tor she is working and will help if they can.

i 1
- The "founding fathers" of the positive school cli-

mate movement allowed for its growth. They encouraged
new ideas and new factors. At the January 1976,

CADRE Conference, three sadditional climate factors
were introduced' hat describe the work ethic. Now, when

you start descHbing work ethics, people get very nervous.
One of the goals of schools is to prepare students for
the future which includes the ability to work. If there is
worth to work, arid certainly there is, the factors that . ,
should be included are:

Craftsmanship. How do you feel abo the quality
of your output? Over the years the most r pected peo-
ple were those who IA care and pride i their work. . .,

They worked, and reworked, their product until it was
"the best that they could do." They were true crafts- I

.. s
perasons.

Responsibility. Do you feel a sense of obligation to
your fellow studens, to your teachers or, your parent)
This can alsb be applisl to any occupation by aski

Do you,feeka sense of olligation to your fellow workers
'to your employer, or to the consumers who will eventu
ally purchase the goods or services you prOduce? ,We

' "talk" a lot about respb%ibility, we -preach" respon'si-
,
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l'ility to students, but do we really give young people
chances to be responsible?

Commitment Do you keep the agreentelits you make
with other people? It is easy in today's ever-changing,
fast-moving society to be "uncommitted." Setting goals
and seeking goals seems a bit antiquated to today's "jet
set.".It appears to be easy for people4sto".slip out of"
their commitments. Yet, a positive school climate ought
to be based on people keeping their agreements With
each other.

rrrperson can do these three things, he a true crafts-,
man, have some re.qmnsibilityand a sense of commit-
ment, he or she is a pretty worthy person.

Additional climate factors.to be included in an ever-
growing list ought to include:

integrity. Dr. Ron Brown, University of Minnesota,.
defines integrity as people who are either "straight-
liners" or "loopers." He says, ask straight-liner a ques-
tion and you get a straight answer. Ask It looper a ques-
tion and you don't get a direct answer. It doesn't mean
that "loopers" lie, it; just means they holdback some of
the truth. Getting honest answers from people, e.g.,
students-from-teachers, is paramount to the operation
of a 'positive school climate.

Reason and Fairness. Relationships with people, es-
pecially students in a learning environment, are depend-
ent not Only on honesty but on the belief that the authori-
tarian figure has thought through the problem. carefully
and weighed all alternatives before making a decision.
As one wag said, "Justice always happens to the other
guy." It is incumbent upon those in schools to work at
being fair to each person and taking the time to help
that person (student) believe that she was dealt with
fairly.

Empathy. The difference between "good and bad"
teachers correlates highly with a teachers' capacity to
use their knowledge rather than the knowledge content
itself. A high 'level of 'empathic understanding makes a
positive difference in the classroom. Carl Rogers defines
what he calls '',empathic understanding" as:

"When theltherapist is sensing the feeliig and perso-
nal meaning which the client is experiencing in each mo-
ment, when he can perceive these from "inside," as they
seem to the client, and when he can successfully Com-
municate something of that understanding to his client,
then this (empathic understanding) is being fulfilled. ".
(Rogers, 1967)

The general thesis is that a teacher's,awareness of
the students' feelings is an important factor in develop-
ing and maintaining a poiitive classroom climate. The

*goal, of course, is not .inerely to snake teachers more
empathic but to help them to use this empathic under-
standing as an effective technique in the classroom,

r

"THE IMPORTANT THING IS THIS
TO BE ABLE AT ANY MOMENT
TO SACRIFICE WHAT WE ARE

`-' FOR WHAT WE COULD BECOME."
--Charles DuBois

Change is not an easy process. Each of us is coiri--
fortable with him/herself when we "attain" what we
want. When that level of attainment becomes comfort-
able, we become secure. Change, therefore, thieatens
our security, threatens our power and thteatens,our,ad-
juslment. The ethics of the past have taught us that it's
important th4t we arc powerful, secure, and God knows
it's important to be well-adjusted. The curious paradox
to this is that those same secure, powerful, well-adjusted
pelvic want to grow,- want to get better. In order to
do that (grow), however, we have to change; yet, we are
threatened by change. The important thing it seems, is to
be secure enough to accept change as a friend and not
as an intimidating enemy. A positiVe climate is of prime
importance in considerMg change.

"The climate of an organization is the first and fore-
most impqrtant concern in initiating and sustaining
change. People simply do not change in a threatening
atmosphere they become defensive and entrenched.
They may "change sitri'acc behaviors conform-receive
and respond atothe lowest level possible and acceptable
to the powers 'that be; but attitudinal change and sub-
sequent behavioral change must be preceded by percep-
tual change. This implies a willigness to accept pew in-
formation. It is here that the stage for change is set."
(Henry M. Brickell, 1962)

To establish positive climates In our schools is The
Challenge. "The important thing is this: What are YOU

0

doing about, meeting that challenge?" 0

NEW LOOK TO THRUST

Book reviews and short humorous antidotes about
education will now be inclW in THRUST. The Edi-
torial Advisory Board dec,h,led' to test this new approach /
this year in, hopes of presenting materials that wily
interest readers.

We are now encouraging submissions of those items'.
Book reviews should deal with material on educa-

tion, be not more than two type-written pages, double
spaced, and discuss bo s recently published.

The humor pieces s uld not be longer than two or
three paragraphs and dea pecifically with education.

Both can he submitted to Lew Armistead at the
Burlingame office, 1575 Old Bayshore Highway, Bur-
lingame, CA. 94010.
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SCHOLkRS hold that in a. dy-
smile, pluralistic society such as the one in
Bch we live, change is one of the fewt...

. *versals. Institutions such .410--he "public
.Pbool are creations of society, and came into
-Ixistence to serve a particular or special role.

Current unrest on the campuses of both
Egli schools and universities across the land
aldicates, among other things, that all is not
sea with the dirc'ational program currently

existence. ,qtbestions befOie us are:
limy does one- iing about change in an
eiganization, and are there ways and means
'thf bringing about planned, deliberate, ra-
*pal change by evolution rather than revo-

\
.1.*:Any significant change iiieduCation will

ated closely to change in,peopleteach-
.

upus, and administrators. Further, it is
ted that change in perception is tasic

,ibehatloral change, change in the way'each
iiieincuMbent views himself. Basic to all of

Se -concerns is the question, "What is the
role of the public school in this so-

F: ? "--. Many organizational changes are in
'today,, for example, team teaching,

5:7

ding, independent study, ,flexible
cling, and 'computer-aided instruction.

..,,er, each of these so-called "trends" is .

19111!RelY an attemp to IndiVidlialize instruc-
.?Ssuad will not ehange, a teacher with
..uted itraditional perceplion of his role as

teller, the child's\role as a sponge, pd

grAtir.: 1970
\,
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Organizational

Climate:

Prblude to Change

E. DALE DO.AK*
1

the sclioors role as conlveyer of knowledge
and the cultural heritage.

. s

The Change Model

A model should be viewed as (a) a:
marts .for synthesis of related parts; and (b)
a theoretical basis; 4,-)r decision- Making.

The model presented in Figure 1 is a
synthesis of Ideas froln social psychology and
sociology, as well' as the writer's own
thoughts. It includes the elements of orga-
nizational clitmae; disequilibrIum; input al-
ternatives; selection and adaptatioth; tfial and
evaluation; and aloption, rejection, or re-
vision and trial. The latter three phases may
well be viewed as somewhat parallel to cur-
riculum planning, Curriculum design, cur-
riculum implementation, and curriculum
evaluation?

This particular model is tnentially con-
cerned with the specific topic of change,,how-
ever, and does not include the totality elf cur-
riculum development. Historical, philosophi-
cal, psycholuical, and sociological consider-
ations would certainly enter Into tilt picture
in selection and adaptation, while design:fac-
tors would be of much concern at this point.
The model should be vicwed, then, as prelude.
to full -scale curriculuth development.

* ,V Dale Doak, AsSistant Dean, leollege of Edu-
cation, University of Tennessee, ICrixville

,1,4t'
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ollowing is a description of ,each of
the'ategories depicted in the model,

Organizational Cfiniite

The climate of- an organization is the
firstand mOht important concern in initiating
and 'sustaining change. People simply do not
change in a threatening atmosphere,they
become defensive and entrench. They may
change surface behaviorsconformreceive
and respond at the lowest level possible and
acceptable to the powers that be; but atti-
tudinal change and subsequent behavioral
ch,ange must be preceded by perceptual
change, This implies a willingness to accept
new information! It is here that the stage
for change is set.. a

It appears that climate is often neglected
by status leaders in their eagerness to move
the ofganization toward a predetermined
goal. To do this ,is to neglect the fact that
organizations are peopled and can accom-
plish goals only through people. People have
needs and ways of disposing of those needs
which must be given priority in organiza-
tional development. Organizational climate

,A

J

always exists. It is not either absent or pri
ent. It is good or bad, open or .cl
supportive or not', authoritarian or d
cratic, perhaps more frequently arabival
Regardless of its state, it exists. The.

first to define it and then bring the.;
mate into a state of -readiness or ope
for the objective examination and sel
of alternative approaches. TooAfrequeiej4
status leaders assume that there 13 a
ness or openness for change, while mciel
Often this proves to be a false assumption...4

. A significant aspect of organizational de,
mate relates to goal formulation. Socki
psychologists repeatedly have document4
that cohesive groups have well defined goali4
In -fact, by definition groups do not exisdno,
the absence of goals. Without well, defined?
goals there exists only a collection of ind4
viduals, perhaps each of whom is spending;'
much effort and energy in meeting individuaii
goals which may either be in conflict oriai

'harmony with other goals. This is mitt*
-say that there is not a place in an organi2a, !

don for individual goals. Rather, the its
plie-ation that if institutional goals are
identified in operational. terms, personal And

0

laiseq rium
(prob m

identification)

Organizational Goals

Leadership Style

Self-Worth of Individual

Staff Morale

!malt
Alternatives

4Intormatlan
sources)

Are you satisfied with . ? "!t
What are the alternatives?

Why? , z-.

Are you oOrnpietelr satisfied

is a good book, article, etc., caw;
Why don't you visit . . . ?

Would you be interested in this confe nce onz,ra,
What consultative help could we use for the 1n-service prod rn'this year) ,

0388

Selection
and

Adaptation

t.

Trial and
'Evaluation

Figure 1, Organizational Factors Related to Change
4,

1
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:!ttitional needs may be 4erved cotigur-
)L1. Clearly, the extent to which there is

.;,:wuencelof ofgailizational and individual
,Ils is a ciii.eCfl'eflection of the health of the

crganizatiOn.
Leatieiship is a dimension which is qu-

ad in-cfjfelopment of a climate fOt change
r, perhaps 'better stated, a climate for open,

-vessopenness to examine objectively the
alternatives. Guba and Getzels 1 suggest that
rite-prirriary role of a status leader is tQ bring

,Ilbout a blehding of the institution, its roles,
an' d expectations -with the individual, his per-
'senality, and needs disposition. Such a fead-
firship style denies that organization and
individual are natural enemies. It suggests
that ultimately organizational goals can best
be accomplished through self-actualizing in-

?tviduals.
'7. Two additional concerns complete the
primary ideas related to organizational di-
:mate. These two ideas, morale and self-,

'worth of the individual, are closely Interre-
lated. An individual cannot have high morale
in an organization unless'he feels that he is
a worthy, contributing member of that orga-
nization. This suggests that roles and insti-
tutional expectations toward,,that role must
be made 'explicit froin the outset' arid' that
individuals must be 'allowed the freedom or
opportunity to fulfill a role in which he is'
most competent. Such freedom places the
responsibility to become a contributing mem-
her of the group clearly in the hands of 'the

- *At maturity, self-worth derives .essen--
daily from interaction with others, so inter-
active situations ,must be abundant. This,
together with the fact that persons who are
valued members of a group feel much greater
:cohesiveness- for that group; activates the
;process whereby individual and group goals
becong.:, somewhat congtuent. Cohesiveness
,results in the openness that can lead to re-
;,sponsible activity in examining alternatives,
:1,1210 eventually produces organizational
'change. Mora may well be defined as agree-

, lnent with goals,, a positive feeling about in-

.., 1Egcn C. Guba and Jacob W. Getielo. "Sbcial
!Behavior and Administrative Procesp." The,,School
:Review 65: 429; Winter 1957.

'January 1970

A
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stitutkonal roles and expectations, and self-
worth. Guba and Getzels '-' add another di-
mension which they refer to as rationality
the extent to which an individual is in agree-
ment with the means being used fpf goal
attainment.

These factors 'then determine. organiza-
tional climate: 'goal definition, leadership
style, morale, and selfAvorth. They mustre-
ceive prime attention in planning for change.

DisequIlibrium
I ^,

The emphasis in the climate stage of
organizational development is upon people.
The emplia04.in the disequijibrium stage is
upon organizational goals.. It is essentially
one-of problem identification, for out of prob-
JeMs identified come the ideas and Commit-

ment for goal setting activities. If the climate
has become an open one, then people can
candidly identify problems without fear of
misinterpretation or reprisal. And problems
must be, identified in view of established
goals. well are we doing what we have

specifie e waiit to do?" "In what areas are
we falh g short of the target goals?" ,

This suggests rather. strongly that mob-
lem identification comes from goal evaluation
and this 'coriclusion is essentially correct,' as
program development progresses. Yet what
are the sources of problem identification at
the outset? Hopefully, problem identification
activates alternative-seeking behaviors. If
so, then any point of departure would appear
to be appropriate: 'It is believed .that persons*
tend to follow a "hierarchy of needs" ap-
proach, somewhat related to Maslow's ideas,
in the identification of problems. That is, a
person will first identify as problems those
"other" oriented thingsphysical concerns
before, he will identify problems related to
himself, the program, and the implementa-
tion of program.

Perhaps this approach, moving from im-
personal to personal concerns, from 'micro, to
macro views of problems, may be explained
in the same way we would explain the starch-
ing, probing, testing of the antenna of the
insect. A perscin may sense that the climate.

2 ibid.
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e organization is such that be may very
y search for alternatives.- He inaY *ant
llect-additional, more objective O'ati in a

dveiy non-diteatening ,those
er" oriented problems, to substantiate his

gs: And, as Maslow suggests; until
e lower order needs or,. in this case, prob.
are met, moving, to higher order needs

ost difficult; if not impossible. The thrust
this stage, then, is one of helping.people

'me uncomfortabletwith 'the status quo
activated toward establishing dirkction
tiesand in seeking alterliktive modes

behavior. . "sr

.4..o
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e;it
14..len only incidental treatment Often the

Flehialnlng Cycle'

What remains is more typical of ,the
usyally given considerationin the

ge process. Frequently the climate and
disequilibriunt stages are omitted or

ideas ofic:tibthers. Selection from among
alternatives re in creative action,
either in chootalple appropriate parts and
synthesizing ttase parts into a composite or
in the origination of a completely' new con-
cept.

Steps which follow are trial, evaluation,
and adoption or revision. Frequently, educa-
tional innovations are evaluated in contrast
with the traditional approach which has been
utilized. The assumption inherent in this
approach is that the innovation will do every-
thing done by traditional approachbetter,
and that it will do other things
Perhaps a superior approach is to
innov n light of the specifi
obje f the project. Data c llected
ward end are then functional for both
diagnostic and summary evaluation purposes.

The model described has the unique'
feature of basic and initially strong consid-
eration for organizational climate. Thicli-
mate is the cornerstone for educational
change. It provides the openness which al-
lows psychological di equilibrium rather than.,
defensive behavior. Without a supportive cli -'
mateLmucil time and.effort will be spent 'in
building high walls of defense, always to
view alternative approaches to status quo' as
the enemy. What is desired instead is an
openness ancl.the courage to admit that clear,
pat answers to highly complex issues do not
now exist.

With this admission comes the challenge
to examine' other approaches. Anti in search-
ing lies the excitement of teachinl that
makes 'one's pulse pound and tempts pne to
shout, "'Eureka!" Is this the idea that will

vesTheend-tlie-search?-0r-hr this-the Idea that will

n addition.
valuate an

goqs or

tus leader has identified problems alpit
udons to these problems fbr the organiza-

on and begins thethange process with an
sttempt to input alternatives. He wonders

Iiliy this ipformation' or these attempts, to
dl new information into the system fin

non-receptive ears.
What has happened is that he has sup-

id\possible answers to questions, that- do
et exist in the mind of the practitiond.

til the.practitibner feels a need for 'an-.
, why should he receive information?

eh' information is only a small. sampling
the masses of data that he milstcontinu-

t and sort for what Is relevant.
Once need is identified, a rather auto-

err-is-the-Search-for witerhad .

ership role then is .one of helping to iden-
sources of information, making in-service
Cation possible, and identifying consul-
ts and conferences which are concerned

the specific problem(s) s ) under study.
is the,)awareness stage, that is, aware-
of wide range of alternatives. The
g of information related to the solution

Particular problem should not be viewed .

ran attempt to find a tailor-made 'Solution
as a point of depapure. Creative activity

ntly results from interaction with the
4

ItsrY 1117ID

open anOtlier intellectual dcior of clarity and
insight which leads us still further on a jour-
ney which is, perhaps, never ending so long
as professional life is with us?

What is your "climate" for change? Can
yoy live with uncertainty? Or does ambiguity
"bur you to the point that yOu must freeze-
,In an idea or practice so rigidly that you are
not pstychologically comfortable 'enough to
periodically' submit that idea for examina-
tion and appraisal? Can education "fiord
such a luxury?

or:oi COPY AVAILABLE
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